THE KATYŃ FOREST MASSACRE
AN ARTICLE DISCUSSING PERCEPTION MANAGEMENT, AND POLITICAL EXPEDIENCY

This article explores the relationship between political expediency, perception management, and governmental goals. The subject matter forms the research question of “How a tool such as perception management can be used to politically expedite a government’s interests and goals?” It is understood that these ends can be achieved through the usage of perception management by constructing them from a given audience’s interests and values. The concept of perception management is introduced to the reader and illustrated by the example of the United States government’s knowledge of the Katyń Forest Massacre. This article is presented in two parts – the United States’ initial conclusion that the Nazi party was responsible for the massacre and its later reassignment of fault to the Soviet Union. The first instance which involved the reconstruction of truth, was used to politically advance the United States’ cooperation with the Soviet Union in fighting Hitler’s Germany. The second instance also involved the revelation of truth and was used to justify its fight against the North Korean communists. This article should effectively demonstrate how the practice of perception management has been used historically by the United States government to expedite its political goals. The instrumentalization of Katyń is important as it may inspire the reader to consider why certain events take hold of the media’s attention versus others, and how these events specifically may relate to domestic and international political issues.
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INTRODUCTION

Lo, the book exactly worded, wherein all hath been recorded.
Thence shall judgement be awarded.

(Dies Irae, Missa Requiem)

The sections enclosed in this article compose the matter of a political thriller. Intrigue, deceit, manipulation – all performed in the name of achieving an end – a state’s political interests and goals. Yet this is not a novel. It is an elucidation on reality, centered around a case study which may be familiar to the reader. It has been the subject of esoteric politics and is frequently revisited in contemporary times. However, when initially researching this topic, I found myself delving below the tangible outer layer – past what is widely known and accepted. This work goes further than the base facts that are commonly known to the average reader and probes to examine the motives for and methods used to achieve governmental political expediency in the not-so-distant past. The method focused on in this work is known as “perception management.”

This article investigates how perception management was used in the case of the United States government’s knowledge of the Katyn Forest Massacre to achieve political expediency concerning a set of interest and goals. To do this, the article defines perception management for the benefit of the reader. Later, following its refinement as a political tool, I elaborate on how this practice is understood in the modern-day world. Then, the study uses this knowledge to examine the United States government’s efforts to conceal knowledge of the Katyn Forest massacre’s true perpetrators from the American public to maintain its support for cooperation with the Soviet Union. From there, the discussion moves to the change that occurred in the official stance towards the Massacre. The United States government would go on to release certain pieces of information to portray a specific image of the massacre to the American public to gain support for its political actions in Korea. These historical actions were not built from the currently understood practice of perception management. Nonetheless, in comparison with the modern approach, many similarities with modern perception management techniques can be found and the discussed actions achieved the desired outcomes at the time. Therefore, a deeper appreciation for what historically occurred “behind the scenes” should spur further research and dialogue on such methods of political practice.

In both the acts of concealment and revelation, the United States government played on the American public’s interests and values to garner support for its actions and politically expedite its interests and goals. National governments use tools such as perception management to change societal perceptions – constructed from the interests and values of their audience – in order to support politically expedient goals. Understanding the existence of these tools and how they can be used, is helpful for political analysis. It inspires the reader to look beyond media narratives and official party lines.

The materials used to build the reader’s understanding of political expediency and perception management, as well as to answer the research question, were taken from
numerous sources. The primary source was the United States National Archives. The documents selected from these archives were gradually released, starting in 2011 – the reason for which may be pondered over while reading these pages. In addition, the secondary sources referred to are composed of a variety of academic and military journals, as well as websites. The works of scholars and subject matter experts were consulted for theoretical matters and used as needed. The author has striven to approach the delicate issues connected with her topic carefully. This approach ensures the discussion remains focused on the facts that underpin the ideas presented. The author endeavored to keep emotions and political preferences out of the discussion, in consideration of the subtle nature of these topics and out of a desire to allow the reader to form an opinion solely based on the presented information.

PROPAGANDA, PERCEPTION MANAGEMENT, AND ACHIEVING POLITICAL EXPEDIENCY

Times have changed, and governments have come and gone. But politics and the human psyche remain inherently the same. A society’s understanding of its country’s current affairs (both domestic and international) is influenced and swayed by the perception of current and historical events and any interconnected relationships that the government allows it to see. This influencing is the art (perhaps the science) of “perception management,” which involves a series of strategically managed movements used by the elite to tinker with the population’s interests. Considering that individuals may be viewed as less significant than the groups they form, this mass of people (operating together) can be the key to a government’s success. Groups are useful to political aims as they form majorities, which (in turn) sway elections. Thus, countries are more powerful when they are united, a united front must be portrayed at all costs to the global stage, and eventually to any real or perceived enemy (e.g., North Korea’s posturing to the United States). As Thucydides said, (...) the strong do what they can, the weak suffer what they must.

Perception management is an everyday occurrence – it is omnipresent in a person’s daily life: from a magazine advertisement striving to convince an audience that a one-time purchase of a certain brand of detergent soap will forever change their lives, to a talk show where the host seemingly manipulates all movements of the conversation or sketches a story dedicated to pushing an exclusive personal or political view or point. Perception management seeps into the available openings of life’s struggles to influence


2 Thucydides, History of the Peloponnesian War, transl. by R. Crawley, London 1874, p. 397.
the cognition in a certain direction. Generally, it is designed to work on two levels – the incidence of sensation and the consequence of perception.

Perception is the mind’s reception of information from the environment. A person is needed, as well as an object or event for the perception to be gained from. Actions made to convey or deny selected information and indicators to foreign audiences work with the intent of influencing their emotions, motives, and objective reasoning. These might also be applied to intelligence systems and leaders at all levels to influence official estimates, ultimately resulting in foreign behaviors and official actions favorable to the originator’s objectives. In numerous ways, perception management combines truth projection, operations security, cover and deception, and psychological operations. These levels work with the intention of influencing the target (e.g., individual, population, etc.) to act in the direction of the designed goal. Advanced concepts or techniques like command and control warfare, intelligence-based warfare, electronic warfare, psychological warfare, hacker warfare, economic information warfare, and cyber warfare demonstrate different applications of information warfare. More basic concepts such as propaganda, deception warfare, and perception warfare are oriented toward misinformation. The underlying target for each concept is to engage in mental combat – the controlling and manipulation of information and use of this information to create an intentional output and achieve an eventual goal.

A modern example of political expediency can be a presidential ad on television that endorses the qualities and virtues of one candidate, while besmirching the reputation of another. It is obvious to the viewer what the ad is pushing. But subconsciously, the mind absorbs all the words and images used in the advertisement regarding both candidates. Audial and visual receptors capture the information. These assist in shaping the unconscious opinion of an individual and later manifest themselves in the individual’s outright opinion. This unconscious self which is affected is the second level – perception. It is edited without consent and influenced unknowingly as it absorbs the ever-present surroundings.

A sovereign government is a body tasked with caring for the security and welfare of its citizenry and state. The citizens seek to avoid danger and conflict by giving up aspects of their freedom to this governing force and trust that it will use these competencies to ensure peace, safety, and the public good of the people. The resulting political power gives the authorities the right to make laws – with the death penalty and consequently all lesser penalties – for regulating and preserving property, and to employ the force of the community in enforcing such laws and defending the commonwealth from external

---

attack; all this being only for the public good. For many governments, a moral dilemma develops when the government puts the needs of its own nation and political structure above recognized morality and decency in its dealings with the global community. It seeks to expedite its interests and goals by sacrificing its virtue. This political expediency, as such an approach may be termed, is disguised with perception management.

Perception management is not a limited practice. It covers all activities designed to influence the thoughts of a target, that is, individual, population, etc. Different pressure groups can manipulate our perceptions by creating an environment that supports the illusion that their own targets and benefits are consistent with our targets and benefits. The impression one gains is that both sides benefit. Consequently, perceptions are in constant motion – changing and transforming as needed to adapt to the interests of the government and achieve domestic and international political goals. Governments plot careful cooperation among their ranks on a multi-lateral scale. A comment from the famed Carl von Clausewitz on the subject reminds the reader that this type of self-serving behavior is nothing new to the political world: (…) war is nothing but a continuation of politics with a mixture of other means. Ultimately, inner cooperation is intended to protect and advance national interests and goals, both at home and abroad.

Perception management facilitates the government’s public image. How this is done may occur according to any number of descriptive labels. Yet, the end remains the same. A government’s goals ideally should help it to ensure the security and economic welfare of its people. Achieving these goals requires moving obstacles, either physically or figuratively. One might need to fight Hitler’s Germany to ensure their country has a future. Or one might need to cleverly word a series of press releases to affect the way a group of people understand a particular idea. With a changed vision of the world and the events occurring in it (one might say, a changed “perception”), the target group is more likely to lend their support to the government’s preferred path to achieving its goals. People will be more likely to take up arms and fight if they believe their very way of life is threatened, rather than in defence of nameless individuals in areas far away from home. In an effort to show Perception Management being used in the 21st century, this article now introduces the reader to a few examples.

The United States Army Psychological Operations “PSYOPS” Division defines its mission as Psychological Operations, commonly referred to as PSYOP, for which planned operations convey selected information and indicators to audiences to influence their emotions, motives, objective reasoning, and ultimately the behavior of organizations, groups, and individuals. Used (by combatants) in all aspects of war, PSYOP is a weapon whose effectiveness is limited only by the ingenuity of the commander using it.

The Polish government has its own brand of Perception Management, operating under another popular term: “Public diplomacy.” Public diplomacy pursued by the

8 Ibid., p. 29.
Ministry of Foreign Affairs consists of a set of strategic, conceptual, analytical, coordinating and executive actions seeking to impact social attitudes and public opinion abroad and thereby to secure the principal interests of the Republic of Poland across the globe. This is done by using tools and methods from outside the realm of traditional diplomacy, essentially confined to intergovernmental relations. The primary aim of public diplomacy is to foster understanding and support for the national interest and policies of the Polish government. Supplementing traditional diplomacy, it is targeted at foreign institutions, organizations and societies.\textsuperscript{11}

In Israel, the elusive “Hasbara” internal security group acts as the Perception Management agent for the Israeli government. Although Hasbara has no English translation available on the internet, Ambassador Gideon Meir wrote a coherent and informative description of the activities of Hasbara for the Israeli embassy website. An excerpt follows: \textit{Success in public diplomacy requires the preparation of high-quality printed materials and multimedia materials that are distributed in quantity abroad. It requires having a state-of-the-art computerized system, including a superb Web site on the Internet, which can be used in real time to meet all contingencies. It demands that our diplomatic staff abroad go out in the field and meet not only with government officials, the media, and Jewish communities abroad – but also with students and professors, ethnic and religious leaders, as well as key people in the business world and in the arts and sciences. It also means inviting delegations to Israel, and our embassies and consulates hosting events abroad as well as their participating in those hosted by others. All this Israel’s Foreign Ministry – at home and around the world – does every single day.}

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs and its diplomatic missions abroad maintain a critical dialogue with the foreign media with the aim of rectifying media distortions and promoting an equitable depiction of events in their proper context. Within the last couple of years, in an effort to reach out to our Arab neighbors, we have also established a department that maintains contact with the media from the Arab world. Quite often now, Israeli spokespeople are interviewed by the Arab press and appear on Arabic television; this was practically unheard of in the past.\textsuperscript{12}

The final example, that of Russia, is one that is stirring, because it shows a keen understanding of the human intellect. This excerpt was taken from the public diplomacy vision of General Valery Gasimov, the Chief of General Staff of the RFAF (Russian Federation Air Force) and now somewhat infamous for his 2014 operational framework that was based on recent conflict with Estonia and Georgia.\textsuperscript{13} His guidelines are extensive, but the following essentially summarizes his goal (…) six phases as shown in figure 1: concealed origin, escalation, outbreak of conflict activity, crisis and resolution, ending with the restoration of peace. This current Russian operational concept is a whole of


systems, methods, and tasks to influence the perception and behavior of the enemy, population, and international community on all levels. It uses a systems approach based on ‘reflexive control’ (Perception Management) to target enemy leadership and alter their orientation in such a way that they make decisions favorable to Russia and take actions that lead to a sense of despair within their leadership and establish a base for negotiation on Russian terms. This reflexive control thus considers psychological characters of humans and involves intentional influence on their models of decision making.\textsuperscript{14}

These multi-national excerpts demonstrate that there is not a singular method or form that Perception Management employs. Instead, Perception Management covers a broad range of activities designed to influence the thoughts of a target, such as individual, population, government, etc. Beyond supplying mere information, different pressure groups (often working in unison) can manipulate our perceptions by creating an environment wherein their ends appear to be consistent with our desires.

Political Expediency, the process of advancing political goals through various strategies, is a fitting summary to this section. Politicians, political interest groups, governments, and even commercial entities all seek to gain something from a population, political body, government, or interest group. The best way to do this is to develop the political or other ideals of the target. Political expediency produces the need to convince people of a specific idea or concept on a mass scale to supply the support that the government requires.

An expedient object or method is something that is suitable for achieving a specific and useful goal or purpose, even if it lacks morality. “Political expediency” gives the suggestion, then, that what the government attempts to implement in a certain situation is based on what is useful for its greater purpose, or convenient, or even productive politically, rather than what really benefits the population. Therefore, as Niccolò Machiavelli said, \textit{it is necessary for a prince wishing to hold his own to know how to do wrong, and to make use of it or not according to necessity.}\textsuperscript{15}

To this end, political expediency is an embodiment of the elements specified in Niccolò Machiavelli's \textit{The Prince}. In his writings, Machiavelli found that Christian values and politics were often at odds. In a way, this was his unlocking of the Pandora’s box in politics, as he dared to separate political thought from the realm of accepted morality. Such work was justified because, according to Machiavelli, the goal of politics is the preservation, unity, and well-being of the Commonwealth.\textsuperscript{16} Therefore, in all deliberations, one must consider where it is possible to encounter the least inconvenience and accept that path as the course to be preferred, since a line of action that exists entirely free from disadvantage will never be found.\textsuperscript{17}

While changing the public’s perception has never been a simple task, the process has become easier over the last few decades. With the advent of mass-communications and
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rapidly evolving technology, it is easy, nearly effortless, and incredibly effective. Governments (the usurper) (...) ought to examine closely all those injuries which it is necessary for them to inflict, and to do them all at one stroke so as not to have to repeat them daily; and thus, by not unsettling men he will be able to reassure them and win them to himself by benefits.\(^{18}\) The quandary faced by governments, then, is getting their voice heard first, ensuring their message is the right message to effect the needed change, and ensuring what is being heard is absorbed completely by the target listener.

THE KATYŃ FOREST MASSACRE AND THE BETRAYAL OF POLAND

When considering the concept of political expediency, the Soviet Union and the Katyń Forest Massacre present an interesting study. Russia, as a sovereign country, historically holds the belief that it has a specific destiny. This was embodied in a letter by Russian writer Pogodin to Alexander II, from which some excerpts are given below:

Russia, what country can compare with thee in magnitude?... A population of sixty million people... Who can compare with us? Whom will we not force into submission? Is not the political fate of the world in our hands whenever we want to decide it one way or the other?\(^{19}\)

Russia, therefore, envisages itself as destined to rule over others. Its leaders feel the weight of this responsibility and understand that Russia’s purpose must be fulfilled. And so, this section discusses an incident wherein the sole purpose was to abet in politically expediting that goal.

On 5 March 1940, four members of the Soviet Politburo (Joseph Stalin, Vyacheslav Molotov, Kliment Voroshilov, and Anastas Mikoyan) signed a written order authorizing the execution of an estimated 25,000 Polish “nationalists” and “counter-revolutionaries” who were confined at camps and prisons in occupied western Ukraine and Belarus.\(^{20}\) The 1940 order of the Soviet Politburo to terminate the lives of an estimated 25,000 imprisoned Polish officers and intelligentsia was an act of political expediency as it aimed to facilitate the smooth takeover of a sovereign country.

This section examines the Katyń Forest Massacre (henceforth referred to as “Katyń”). Using historical Russian documents, we see (from the Soviet side) why Katyń was planned, enacted, and who was involved with the process. This section provides the necessary setting for explaining the greater use of political expediency by both the United States and the Soviet Union during World War II in the case of Katyń. This section also demonstrates how the Soviet Union used the tool of Perception Management to politically expedite its interests and goal of creating a Soviet satellite in Poland. The Katyń Massacre was a travesty. It is a perfect case study to demonstrate the usage


of perception management as – in this particular situation – the Soviet Union expeditiously treated human life as little more than an accessory for its political agenda. Achieve Soviet Goals – the “Revolution,” at all costs. And with such an attitude, a few thousand lives are little more than petrol to the engine on the road to success. For this success, the justification may be reworded as is necessary.

This historical section is valuable to the reader, as it utilizes fragments of letters taken from the Federal Archive Agency of the Russian Federation and the United States national archives. On the Russian side, the documents chosen for the article were written in the 1940s and 1950s. They showcase the thought process that went into devising the Katyń Massacre, and the later understanding that this incident needed to be concealed from the political realm. The documents are letters – correspondence between high-profile figures in the Soviet politburo.

From the American side, the chosen documents were taken from various years in the 20th century. They consist of letters between military and governmental groups who found themselves confronted with an atrocity (the massacre) that inconveniently occurred during a period of time when a particular government (the Soviet Union) was being courted to help fight Hitler. Unfortunately, that particular government had an agenda of its own that contradicted the battle for freedom idea that the United States was trying to rally its people behind. The massacre demonstrated this, and therefore needed to be adjusted in such a way as to paint the Soviets as an aid in the fight against evil.

The politicians of the world’s countries often find themselves in situations where they are given the role of “god” to play by their governments. They discuss global politics and decide the fates of their peoples definitively with the smooth slash of a pen. Such was the case of the Central and Eastern European peoples who disappeared behind the Iron Curtain with the signing of the German-Soviet Non-Aggression Pact. The document was signed on 23 August 1939 – only a few days before the commencement of the Second World War.  

The Pact itself was a matter of political expediency. The Soviets had been attempting to conclude a collective-security agreement with Britain and France against Nazi Germany. But these efforts were inconclusive. In the face of invasion, the Soviet powers therefore chose the path of “sleeping with the devil”: an alliance with Hitler for self-protection. It was the option that advanced the Soviet concerns for self-preservation and strategic success. Cooperating with Hitler would ensure their strategic goals were achieved, not hindered by outside diplomatic relationships and concerns. The Soviets needed time to develop their military capabilities in the event Hitler broke his part of the pact, and the Western reluctance to take too strong of a stance against the Nazi regime was an additional factor. On the opposing side, Hitler wanted to ensure a smooth takeover of Poland with no interference from his Eastern neighbors.

Once concluded, the Pact would last for ten years, with the extension of another five years (provided neither participating party requested termination from the Pact).

---

Within the Pact there were several secret addenda that were not released to the public until after the war. One such addendum was made with the intent of preventing patriotic agitation within Poland: *The question of whether the interests of both parties make desirable the maintenance of an independent Polish State and how such a state should be bounded can only be definitely determined in the course of further political developments.*

In 1939, German and Soviet soldiers, who approached the sovereign country from opposite sides and divided it according to the Ribbentrop-Molotov line, tore Poland apart. Poland rose up to meet the Nazi army and, in the midst of its plight, was attacked by its Eastern neighbor. On 17 September 1939, the Soviet Red Army crossed into Poland. That same day, at three o’clock in the morning, the Deputy Soviet Commissar for Foreign Affairs, Vladimir Potemkin, summoned Polish Ambassador Waclaw Grzybowski to his office. There he read Grzybowski a formal note explaining that the Soviet Red Army had been ordered by their government to cross the Polish border: *The Polish-German war has revealed the internal bankruptcy of the Polish State... The Polish government has disintegrated, and no longer shows any signs of life. This means that the Polish State and its government, in fact, have ceased to exist... Left to her own devices and bereft of leadership, Poland has become a suitable field for all manner of hazards and surprises which may constitute a threat to the U.S.S.R. For these reasons the Soviet government, which hitherto has preserved neutrality, cannot any longer observe a neutral attitude towards these facts. The Soviet government further cannot view with indifference the fact that the kindred Ukrainian and White Ruthenian people, who live on Polish territory and who are at the mercy of fate, are left defenseless... the Soviet government has directed the High Command of the Red Army to order the troops to cross the frontier and to take under their protection the life and property of the population of Western Ukraine and Western White Ruthenia... The Soviet government proposes to take all measures to extricate the Polish people from the unfortunate war into which they were dragged by their unwise leaders and enable them to live a peaceful life.*

As mentioned earlier on in the first section, Perception Management is often used to manipulate perceptions to create an environment that will facilitate the achievement of goals. This idea certainly seems to have been utilized by the Eastern aggressors. The Soviets firmly pushed their twist on ideology to the Polish people: (...) *The government of the U.S.S.R. and the German government declare that the operations of these armies do not involve any aim contrary to the interests of Germany or the U.S.S.R. or to the spirit and letter of the German-Russian pact of non-aggression. On the contrary, the aim of these*

---


armies is to restore peace and order destroyed by the collapse of the Polish state and to help
the Polish population to reconstruct the conditions of their political existence.\textsuperscript{26}

The Ribbentrop-Molotov Pact dissected Poland into two parts. Half of the country
was sterilized of its identity through Nazi propaganda and the systematic deportation
of Jews, intelligentsia, ethnic undesirables, and other parties potentially threatening op-
position to the Nazi party. Ethnic Poles were deprived of their rights and made stran-
gers in their own country. The other half of Poland experienced multiple mass depor-
tations estimated at 1.2 million of the general Polish population to Communist labor
camps in Siberia over a period of six months.\textsuperscript{27} All of this was justified via the claimed
intent to “restore peace” and “reconstruct the condition of their political existence.”

If the Polish people wanted to live in safety, they needed security. To be safe, they
would need a functioning government and a society free from dissent, which could
potentially interrupt the government’s work The stronger voices that could identify
what was politically happening needed to be weeded out and removed from the playing
board. The evident aims of both Germany and the U.S.S.R were to aid in the restora-
tion of Poland’s peace and political existence. This was the “party line” and the story on
which further politics could be built.

This article now turns its focus to the estimated 25,000 soldiers and intelligentsia
who were arrested in 1939, following the Soviet invasion of Poland, and never seen
again. For years, they were missing, and the remnants of the Polish government (now in
exile) simply could not locate them. The fear concerning their fate was especially alarm-
ing in light of the Soviet refusal to both sign and ratify the 1929 Geneva Convention
regarding the treatment of prisoners-of-war.\textsuperscript{28} Twenty-five thousand men simply were
no more. And their arrest had occurred at the order of a body that had not agreed to the
international standard for treatment of prisoners of war.

The soldiers’ disappearance can be traced back to the People’s Commissariat of In-
ternal Affairs (NKVD) Chief of Secret Police, Lavrenty Beria. The following is an ex-
cerpted section of a letter from Beria to his commander, Jozef Stalin (emphases added):

\textit{USSR
People’s Commissaire of Internal Affairs
March 1940

Central Committee of All-Union Communist Party
To Comrade Stalin
Nowadays, in the NKVD’s camps for prisoners of war and in the prisons of Western
Ukraine and Belorussia, there are several categories: former officers of the Polish Army,
former members of the Polish police and intelligence services, members of Polish national-
ist counter-revolutionary parties, counter-revolutionary rebel organizations, defectors and
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others. All of them are archenemies of Soviet Power and full of hate towards the Soviet system.

Imprisoned officers and policemen, while being in the camps, are trying to continue their counter-revolutionary work and pursue anti-Soviet agitation. Each of them waits for the moment when they will be released from the prison and have the opportunity to actively restart their anti-Soviet struggle.

In the western regions of Ukraine and Belorussia, NKVD members have arrested a number of counter-revolutionary rebel organizations. In all of these organizations the leading role was held by former officers of the Polish army, policemen, and gendarmes...

In the camps for prisoners of war there are in total (not including soldiers and non-commissioned officers): 14,736 former officers, officials, lairds, policemen, gendarmes, jailors, osadniki, and spies. In 97% of cases their nationality is Polish.

(...)

Considering the facts that all of them defective, are archenemies of the Soviet Power, NKVD of USSR considers it necessary:

I. I suggest to NKVD of USSR:
   1) The cases of 14,700 prisoners of war, which are located in the special camps: former officers, officials, lairds, scouts, gendarmes, osadniki, and jailors.
   2) Also, the cases of the arrested and relocated inmates in the prisons of Western Ukraine and Belorussia – 11,000 of people: members of different counter-revolutionary and diversionist organizations, former Polish officers, fabricants, lairds, officials, and defectors - to consider with the special order and possibility of usage of highest measure of punishment – execution.

II. To provide the investigation of the mentioned cases without the indictment. The decisions concerning the end of the investigation and final indictment provide for, in the following order:
   a) individuals who are located in the camps for the prisoners of war, according to the references provided by the Control Services of NKVD of USSR for the prisoners of war.
   b) individuals who were arrested upon the recommendation of Ukrainian and Belorussian branches of NKVD.

III. The investigation and adjudication should be made by the team of Merkulov, Kabulov and Bashtakov (the chairman of the first NKVD special department).

USSR NKVD
Signature of Beria

Translators’ notes:
29 Osadniki were Polish veterans who were awarded and thus owned land on occupied territories of Ukraine and Belorussia. Their class was considered criminal under Soviet Penal System codes.
30 Translator’s Note- in Soviet Russia, all administrative procedures were quite lengthy and slow. In order to expedite something, an order was made “special” to indicate that it warranted a rush.
Following the release of prisoners from 138 Soviet prison camps, the exiled Polish government began increasing their efforts to find the missing soldiers and to assist with rebuilding the Polish army. Of the 3,300 personal letters, documents, postcards, and identification papers collected by three different commissions looking into their disappearance, the latest date found indicating activity in the three largest camps was April 1940.\(^\text{32}\)

The Poles ran into resistance from the Soviet government, who, although denying any knowledge as to the whereabouts of the missing soldiers, refused to cooperate in locating them. The Polish Ambassador to the Soviet Union, Tadeusz Romer, testified that 50 formal inquiries had been lodged to the Soviet government, requesting assistance in locating the men.\(^\text{33}\) But no such abetment was given. All evidence of the existence of those men ended with the traces of transports outside Smolensk.\(^\text{34}\) The vestiges of the missing prisoners were gathered by some survivors of the camps who sought to find out what had happened to their colleagues.

The Soviets, after the fact, recognized the potential situation which they could be presented with, should the outside world discover their actions. Therefore, they intended to avoid such discovery at all possible costs. It would not be politically wise to have the mass murder of several thousand Polish officers and intelligentsia attributed to the same political group aiding in the fight against Hitler’s Germany. The following excerpts are from a letter written by Aleksandr Shelepin to Nikita Krushchev regarding Katyn (emphases added):

> To Comrade Khrushchev

> Since 1940, in the Committee of State Security of USSR Minister’s Council, the cases and other materials concerning the imprisoned officers, gendarmes, policemen, osadniki, lairds, and other individuals of former bourgeois Poland who were murdered in the same year. (…)

> All operations concerning the liquidation of the afore-mentioned individuals were carried out according to the decision of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union from the 5th of March, 1940. All of them were condemned to the highest measure of punishment according to the cases by which they were accused, as prisoners of war, and internees in 1939.

> (…)

> … there exists an official version concerning the murdered in the Katyn Forest. This was confirmed after the investigation, which was made by the initiative of the Soviet Power Organs in 1944...

> According to the results of this commission, all liquidated Poles are considered to have been killed by the German occupants. The materials of this investigation were successfully propagated in that period of time in both Soviet and foreign press. The

---
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results of the commission have a strong position within the opinion of the international community.

(...)

The Chair of Committee of State Security of Minister’s Council of USSR – Shelepin
3rd of March 1959.\(^{35}\)

This was the Soviet’s retelling of the story. The Soviet press and foreign press shared the same story and the official commission which investigated Katyn echoed these results. The Soviets would staunchly maintain their innocence and pursue an alliance with the United States against Germany. The perceptions of people and leaders were blurred as stories were changed, and details blatantly omitted. The Soviets withheld information to keep the United States firmly fixed in a partnership – to the detriment of the Nazis. But evil is always found out, and this secret was soon discovered. It is of paramount importance to realize that a country must act first and foremost in its own interests – the Prince does as he must. And so, a country must consider its people and its needs when acting. If necessary, it must be prepared to participate in what could be viewed as evil to achieve the eventual good for itself and its citizenry.

The denial of Katyn was a ruse employed to politically expedite interests on both sides of the Iron Curtain. The Americans (as will soon be shown) hoped that by ignoring Katyn and claiming ignorance on the global scene, they could achieve an alliance with the Soviet Union and expedite the war on the Japanese and Russian Fronts. Furthermore, there was a desire to stay in a positive light with the Soviets, as they seemed to be a more permanent fixture in world politics. The Soviets perpetuated the story of Nazi guilt so they could secure the assistance necessary to fend off their former ally. They continued their denial of Katyn to secure the Soviet Union’s position in the post-war world order (as is seen in the results of the Yalta Conference). When the truth was finally revealed by the United States, it was made known only for the purpose of politically advancing American interests and goals. In this way, truth was made a tool of the government and a matter of convenience.

In keeping with the historical underpinning of this article, we introduce two new characters from the opposite side of the Atlantic. Lieutenant-Colonel John Van Vliet and Colonel Donald Stewart were American Prisoners of War who were taken by the Nazis during the North African campaign in February 1943.\(^{36}\) Following the Nazi’s discovery of the bodies at Katyn, the deciding powers in Berlin concluded it was in the best interest of the Third Reich to have a group of American military (including Van Vliet and Stewart) officers inspect the burial site for themselves. The hope was this inspection would absolve (with certainty) the Third Reich of culpability in the Katyn massacre.


The intention of having the American officers witness the remains of Katyń was that they would come away from the experience with the understanding that although the Nazi party was responsible for any number of atrocities, Katyń was not one of them. And so, after an extensive examination of the graves, bodies, and effects of the deceased, a realization came to the American soldiers which was best worded by Gorbachev’s advisors in 1989 (...) the Soviet Union is no better—and perhaps even worse—than Nazi Germany.37 This, as well as that, in essence, the Soviet Union was “no less responsible” for the outbreak of World War II, and the resounding 1939 defeat of the Polish Army.38

The officers later testified to the U.S. House of Representatives Select Committee on the Katyn Forest Massacre in 1951 that, as the Soviets were their military allies, they were more prone to believing that the Germans were attempting to convince the Americans of a lie.39 However, after inspecting the site, and reviewing the evidence presented to them, they came away with the conclusion that the evidence could not have been falsified and planted by the Germans. Thus, they had the opinion that the Soviets executed the men.40 Shortly afterwards, Steward sent a coded message in 1943 to the Head of Military, General Clayton Bissell, detailing what he and Van Vliet had seen and explaining that they believed the Soviets were guilty of the massacre.41

Van Vliet wrote down in detail what he observed after the episode. In 1951, Stewart would testify before the Congressional Committee about the events which he witnessed and the sites that he saw; he would also testify about the reports that he and Van Vliet wrote about in 1945 and 1951 – the first of which mysteriously disappeared.42 Furthermore, both Van Vliet and Stewart sent encoded messages discreetly while held in captivity to the American army intelligence, expressing their private opinions of Soviet culpability.43 These secret messages are relevant as they revealed just how early on the Roosevelt administration knew about the Soviet Union’s actions. Yet, despite knowledge of the atrocity, the administration ignored the details for the sake of an alliance with Stalin. Hitler was the threat seen by everyone, and Russian cooperation was needed to eliminate the threat.

37 Ibid.
38 Ibid.
40 Ibid.
43 Ibid.
On 22 May 1945 (following his release from the prisoner-of-war camp), Van Vliet reported his recollections to the head of the military intelligence, General Clayton Bissell in Paris. On the orders of General Bissell, Van Vliet dictated his conclusions and remarks on what he observed at Katyn. He repeated his firm belief that, based on what he saw, and the evidence presented to him, the Polish officers were murdered by the Soviets. General Bissell immediately labelled the report “Top Secret” and ordered Van Vliet to maintain absolute secrecy regarding his report. Van Vliet later emphasized this order to Congress during its investigation of Katyn in the 1950s. Many years later, Bissell would defend his actions before Congress during the ensuing investigation of Katyn by arguing that it was (…) not in the U.S. interests to pursue the embarrassment of an ally whose forces were sorely needed to defeat Hitler’s Germany and Japan.

The report made by Bissell was intended for the perusal of the U.S. government. However, it went missing. The whereabouts of this report are still unknown. Having been sworn to secrecy, Van Vliet would not be able to make inquiries about the report upon his return to the United States. In a Memorandum to the Secretary of the United States Air Force, Robert Stevens (Secretary of the Army) stated:

*What thereafter happened to the document cannot be determined for it has never been seen, nor any receipt of record thereof discovered, even after exhaustive search… It is possible to conclude that the report was either classified or considered to be Top Secret and was deemed by General Bissell to require handling as such and thereupon to frame three alternatives:*

a. Under the direction of General Bissell, the report was filed in the Office of the Assistant Chief of Staff, 0-2, and was thereafter either lost, stolen, or deliberately suppressed.

b. Under the direction of General Bissell, the report was transmitted by mail or courier to the Department of State or to the War Crime Commission, without obtaining a receipt.

c. General Bissell handed the report personally to Mr. Julius C. Holmes, then Assistant Secretary, Department of State; or to Mr. Frederick B. Lyon, then Acting Director, Office of Controls, Department of State, without obtaining a receipt.

d. Army Regulations 380-5, dated 15 March 1944, in force and effect at the time in question, provided (par.14 a) that “The safeguarding of classified military information is the responsibility of all military personnel” and (par. 26)” It is mandatory that transmission and custody of such Top Secret matter be covered by a receipt system.”

---
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e. In my opinion, the evidence does not establish such a direct casual relation between General Bissell's actions and the loss, filing, or disposition of the report without a trace as would have supported punitive action against him. Because of General Bissell's status as a retired United States Air Force officer, no recommendation is made as to appropriate action.\textsuperscript{48}

The mysterious loss of such an important document pushes one to consider the possible agendas that needed to be carried out which would require silence on the topic. The Yalta Conference would occur within a few months of the report’s dictation. Perhaps government figures were anticipating this meeting, and the necessity of appeasing certain participants to achieve the most positive outcome possible dictated the fate of the report. Therefore, a comment in the Select Committee’s “Final Report” on Katyn is quite interesting. According to the investigation, three high-ranking American Army officers testified that when General Bissell was in command of the agency, there were pro-Soviet civilian employees and some military in Army Intelligence... who found explanations for almost everything that the Soviet Union did.\textsuperscript{49}

For Van Vliet, the realization that the Soviets were guilty had been a blow. In his Report he said: (…)

"I believe that the Russians did it. The rest of the group that visited the site stated to me that they believed the Russians did it... I hated the Germans. I didn’t (sic) want to believe them. At that time, like many others, I more or less believed that Russia could get along with us... I wanted to believe the whole thing was a frame-up... But the sum of circumstantial evidence, impressions framed at the time of looking at the graves, what I saw in peoples’ faces – all forces the conclusion that Russia did it."\textsuperscript{50}

Within the report, Van Vliet explained his understanding of the circumstances presented to him: (…)

degree of wear on the clothing and particularly the wear on the shoes led me to believe that these officers had been dead a long time, otherwise the shoes would show much more wear. This was a point that was called to our attention by the Germans. It is one of the strongest arguments by which to fix the date of the killing.\textsuperscript{51}

A troubling factor in this situation is that, in retrospect, General Bissell admitted to the committee that, had the Van Vliet report been publicized in 1945 when the agreements for creating a United Nations (UN) organization reached at Yalta were being carried out in San Francisco, Soviet Russia might never have taken a seat in this international organization.\textsuperscript{52} But the Report was not published. The Final Report of the State Department on the matter produced a memo on 22 April 1943, which stated (…) on the basis of the


\textsuperscript{49} US House of Representatives, Select Committee on the Katyn Forest Massacre..., p. 9.

\textsuperscript{50} United States Archives, Katyn Forest Massacre, at https://ia800701.us.archive.org/1/items/KatynForrestMassacre/KatyńForrestMassacre.pdf, pp. 5-7, 12 October 2023.
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various conflicting (concerning Katyń) of all parties concerned, it would appear to be advisable to refrain from taking a definite stand in regard to this question.\textsuperscript{55}

Additionally, in the time elapsed between the original report and the new one, political decisions had been made, alliances formed, and the fates of entire nations written.

By choosing the Soviets as allies, the United States made an error in strategy. When planning its alliance with Russia, it clung to the hope that Russia was of the same mindset as itself. The mistake was in its misreading of the supposed foreign ally; civilizations differ intrinsically from each other. The Russian civilization (the “Orthodox” civilization) operates with the remnants of a centuries-old belief that Russia is the “Third Rome.” This principle is built around the teleological notion that Russia is divinely ordained to lead the world. And in order to fulfill this destiny given by God (nothing motivates more than religion, after all), it must use any and all means available to gain a seat at the table of world affairs as one of the controlling powers.

Yalta enabled this crucial step to happen. Truman stated in his memoirs that after reading the reports presented to him by the State Department and seeing the “secret cables and messages” between the Big Three regarding the Polish question, he concluded that the Russians had no intentions... of seeing a new provisional government of national unity organized on the lines to which they had agreed on at Yalta.\textsuperscript{54} Looking at history in retrospect is enlightening. Glancing at the present through historical lenses can ensure that hindsight has no regrets. Had Truman and the U.S. government understood the Russian mind before acting and kept, as a frame of reference, the Katyń Forest, history might not be as it is now. Half of Europe might not have disappeared behind an iron curtain that had descended across the Continent.\textsuperscript{55} One might even ask what kind of progress science might have made had not so many brilliant minds been extinguished.

From the beginning, the Soviet government offered a convenient explanation for the Katyń massacres. The Nazis were the enemy to be defeated. This enemy was known for its human rights violations, and therefore blaming them for another atrocity was manageable. For as long as the U.S. government saw a need to be on positive terms with the Soviet Union, the Western media supported the Russian version of events in Katyń. It was not until the Americans needed a way to disassociate themselves from Stalin (and especially the ideology he represented) that the true story of Katyń was admitted and later shared with the American public.

The “Special Soviet Commission” which investigated the Katyń murders conclusively decided that (...) both officers and men missing in the U.S.S.R. were held... murdered by the Germans in the Autumn of 1941 and their bodies to be (sic) lying in the Katyń graves... These convenient conclusions went unchallenged by the whole Soviet and pro-Soviet press and were also used for Soviet propaganda to encourage the soldiers fighting for Russia to fight

\textsuperscript{53} Ibid., p. 9.


yet harder against the Germans in order to take their ‘revenge for Katyn.’ This propaganda was naturally directed at the Red Polish Army organized by Berling on the Soviet side...\(^{56}\)

Robert Sherwood, Director of War Information Overseas Branch, wrote a communiqué of how the media should portray Katyn. He specifically wanted to target the Polish audience and shape their allegiances. Excerpts from this message are below:

*Continue to treat the Polish nation as a valued and highly esteemed member of the United Nations. Do not commiserate them nor apologize to them. Almost every European nation emphasizes its periods of martyrdom and its historical difficulties. Refrain from all allusion to the Poles’ hard lot and refer to the Poles as manfully taking part in a global anti-Nazi crusade that is moving towards a grand climax... Make no appeal for Polish unity... Report without comment official American expression of regret that strained relations have come to exist between two of our Allies... Play up the Nazis as arch-enemies of our freedom; especially pointing out their horrible cruelties toward Poles, their outrageous disdain for Poles... In contrast to the attitude and conduct of the Nazis, point out the United States, Great Britain, and other United Nations have for centuries been best friends of the oppressed country...*\(^{57}\)

Sherwood also sent a memorandum to the President in 1944: *In reference to the proposal to coordinate British and American propaganda with Russian propaganda: I have discussed this matter with Mr. McDermott of the State Department, and we agreed on the text of the attached cable which, if you approve will be attached to Ambassador Winant.*  

Perhaps the most significant part of this letter, however, comes at the conclusion: *Try to prevent this rift between the Russian and Polish governments from distracting Polish attention from Hitler, the enslaver of common men and women.*

Ambassador Robert Ciechanowski observed the trends in public communication and commented on how the United States was sharing information: *Of all the United States government agencies, the Office of War Information [where Voice of America was placed]... had very definitely adopted a line of unqualified praise of Soviet Russia and appeared to support its shrewd and increasingly aggressive propaganda in the United States. The OWI broadcasts to European countries had become characteristic of this trend.*  

And so, the stage was set, and the script written for a definite American partnership with the Soviets against Hitler. To do this, two projections were made to the public perception. The occupied people of Eastern Europe were painted a picture showing America’s cooperation with and respect of the Soviet Union. The American people, to that effect, were shown the Soviet Union in a positive light. A depiction that inspired...
the trust and the willingness needed to send American boys to fight in Europe – knowing that they would not be alone in the fight. The Soviet friends were also helping. This would be the story. But only for a time. Just as people are apt to change their personalities, so are governments. And only a few years after this artful management of the public’s perception in favor of Stalin, the tide would turn, and a storm would rise on the American horizons.

THE TRUTH IS REVEALED: HOW TO INSTRUMENTALIZE TRUTH TO CONSTRUCT SUPPORT

From 1950-1953, the United States was engaged in a war with Communist North Korea. In previous years, the United States had remained silent on the topic of Katyn out of a sense of political necessity. It needed the Soviet Union as an ally to win the Second World War and shape post-war Europe. But on the Korean Front, it found itself in a situation where that silence had to be broken to save lives. The atrocities committed against American POWs in North Korea produced a fear in the United States government that *this* communist government could commit a massacre in the same vein as its comrade government in Soviet Russia. More specifically, the Americans feared that the North Korean communists might use the Katyn Massacre as an exacting blueprint to exterminate their invaders.60

With this possible terror in mind, the “United States House Select Committee to Conduct an Investigation of the Facts, Evidence, and Circumstances of the Katyn Forest Massacre” (also known as the Madden Committee) was convened on September 18, 1951, to investigate all records and evidence of Katyn, including material from the State and War Departments.61 After an exhaustive examination of all materials and extensive deliberation, the American investigation unanimously declared that (...) *beyond any reasonable doubt, the Soviet NKVD committed the mass murders of the Polish officers and intellectual leaders in the Katyn Forest near Smolensk, Russia.*62

Additionally, in the final report, the committee offered the conclusion that American government officials failed to properly evaluate, and so act upon, clear danger signals visible in Soviet methods, which were evident as early as 1942.63 Finally, the committee found that the American policy toward the Soviet Union might have been different if information which had been deliberately withheld from the public (and

---
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only selectively distributed within the upper echelons of the government) had been made available sooner.\footnote{Ibid.}

The committee’s formation and eventual declaration of Soviet guilt was not done in pursuit of justice for the Polish victims. It was not derived from a sense of loyalty to military brothers. These were both simply instances of perception management being used to politically expedite interests and advance goals. An act in the same vein as concealing the Katyn Forest Massacre from the American public for the purpose of allowing their perceptions to be manipulated enough to accept the Soviet Union as an ally and offer public support for the fight against Hitler with the Soviets. The impressive image of the fearless and loyal Soviet army fighting against the diabolical Nazis at the Stalingrad Front was the only needed reference. Thus, the very public brandishing of evidence, testimonials, and photographs shocked the American government and people. It soured the goodwill they had previously held towards Russia and gave the U.S. government the support it needed to act against the Korean Communists— who, by virtue of the shared Soviet Communist ideology, had the potential to enact a similar tragedy.

Anti-regime Polish groups hailed the news of the committee as a sign of evolving American policy towards the Soviet Union.\footnote{Department of State. Office of the Secretary, “Warsaw Despatch No. 384 Regarding Polish Interpretation of Katyn Hearings and Related Material”, at https://catalog.archives.gov/id/6850496, 12 October 2023.} Not only were the hearings considered to be anti-Russian, but also, they were allowing the long-concealed truth to be shared with the public. It was hoped that following the committee’s conclusions, the Western world would review their foreign diplomatic relations. Further, it was even thought to possibly herald an overturning of the Soviet regime and allow for changes to be affected as a result of growing Western military power and the formation of a firm policy towards Russia.\footnote{Ibid.}

CONCLUSION

National governments use tools such as perception management when and where they are needed to change societal perceptions and advance politically expedient interests and goals. This is visible in the conclusions of this article’s research. The United States Government was made aware of the Katyn Forest Massacre in 1943. However, it did not formally acknowledge Soviet Guilt until 1951, when it was necessary to turn the American public against communism and so build support for its fight against the North Koreans.

This article is intended to deliver an understanding of how a government could affect change in societal perception. How could the United States government facilitate enough public animosity to encourage the American public to support its war against
the Democratic People’s Republic of North Korea — whereas a few years before, cooperation was fostered between the United States and the Soviet Union? Why were the Russian communists allies during the Second World War, but the North Korean communists were considered to be enemies? Naturally, the answer is more complex than simply Katyn. However, the legacy of Katyn played its own role. It fostered the fear that the average American might have had held regarding the fate of imprisoned U.S. soldiers. If the Soviet Union did not blink at eliminating so many thousands of Polish soldiers in the World War II era, what was to stop communists in North Korea from likewise resorting to such a crippling and repulsive solution in the cases of South Korean, Coalition, or American soldiers?

Katyn was hidden until it was needed to further American political interests and goals. This article has endeavored to familiarize the reader with available evidence from various archival databases and scholarly works that demonstrate the U.S. government had and concealed early knowledge about Katyn. Although this would not have prevented the necessary alliance with the Soviet Union to defeat Hitler, had it been made public and discussed among the U.S. government and politicians, there are a few potential outcomes that could have been affected — such as the events at Yalta. We will never really know what would have happened, or what impact Katyn might have had if the full truth had been revealed. Nonetheless, one might consider if the truth of the Katyn Forest massacre’s executors had been made public from the start, then perhaps:

– It could have influenced the construction of the post-war order (the East versus West, the United States versus the Soviet Union division around which other alliances conflicts were built).
– It could have influenced the diplomacy efforts at Yalta.
– It could have influenced the manner in which the Polish government-in-exile was treated by the Western powers, thereby reflecting back onto Western diplomacy and influencing their work.

To answer our question at the beginning of this article, perception management can be used to expedite a government’s interests and goals by reorienting a population towards these interests and goals. Reorientation is done by invoking the population’s economic and security related interests and connecting these with the government’s national and international goals.

In the case of the Katyn Forest massacre, the wartime tragedy was used by the United States government to build public support (or at least sympathy) towards the Soviet Union during the Second World War, insofar as it was needed for the fight against Hitler. It was then used again during the Korean War to eradicate that respect and build a staunch opposition to communism, thereby facilitating a patriotic support for the war effort. This article has sought to lay a methodical foundation that interprets the circumstances of the times and demonstrate how and why certain political decisions during that time were made. The events at and relating to Katyn were deftly planned to manipulate the perceptions of peoples to politically expedite the goals of governments. To accomplish this manipulation, the truth was altered, hidden, and revealed as required
in communications and media sources and portrayed in such a way as to toy with the emotions of the audience to win support for immediate interests and long-term goals.

The article has fabricated nothing, but rather relied on the available, historical sources to demonstrate its argument. It is now left to the reader to make conclusions of their own from this information. And with these conclusions, the reader is asked to carefully watch the politics of their times. As mass graves and wartime travesties come to life – even in areas as close as Ukraine – it should be pondered, were the deaths that formed these graves incidental? Mere casualties of war? Were they consequential? And upon what interests and goals were these devastating ends based on?

When the Judge his seat attaineth,  
And each hidden deed arraigneth.  
Nothing unavenged remaineth.  
(Dies Irae, Missa Requiem)
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